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Management - Emily
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Eve Conway
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a visit this month from Eve
Conway, seen here with
President Ray and DG
Terry Dean plus Purple
Polio bears!
We had a huge turnout
from other club Presidents
too making our normal
lunch a bit more special!
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VoT/H: Andrew Crayston
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Handover - Wivenhoe
House.
And ‘Trip to Myanmar’
- David Jones

Food for Thought
Above shows RIBI President Eve with some of the young carers and the
certificates which she presented to them.
In this issue: President’s Ramblings, Visit of Eve Conway RIBI President,
Cudmore Grove, Membership issues, Annual Reports, Young Apprentices,
CARA, Food for Thought, The Adventures of Gus, and more!
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PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

!

EDITORIAL
Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett

!It’s 25 years since Forum had a
visit from an RIBI President so
you can imagine the
excitement that went through
the club when we received a
visit from this year’s President,
Eve Conway. Not only did she
come for lunch, updating us on
her vision and thoughts for
Rotary, but she went on to see
our Jamie Oliver ‘Food for
Thought’ project presenting
the Young Carers with their
‘End of Course’ certificates. A
full report and pix are in this
issue. And hopefully, we’ll
have another visit before
another 25 years have elapsed!

Goodness, how time flies, only a couple of months to
go before I hand over the baton to Peter Powell. As we
head into warmer weather the number of functions is
increasing and I feel that I will be going out with a
bang. I have loved my President role but I am looking
forward to a cruise in July and for Jenny and I to enjoy
our caravan a bit more.
Much of my time has been spent thinking about and
discussing President’s Night which is on 19/5 at
Wivenhoe House. I would imagine that most Presidents
go through a period when they are convinced that not
enough people will sign up and they will feel like ‘Billy No Mates’….
I went through that but as I write on 20/4 we are now in danger of overbooking unless we keep a tight rein on it. We have 96 booked in and can take
100, and I know that some folk have indicated that they could get many
others if needed!
I owe a big debt of gratitude to Ian Dewis
who has helped me over some months and
notably with the musical aspect. As Chair of
Club Service Peter Powell has been really
helpful in confirming bookings and gaining
menu choices and getting the dosh. We have
also attended Wivenhoe House together to
clarify that all is well (we hope!).

!So much is going on in May
and we’re really looking
forward to the lunchtime
speakers on Scout groups,
Wolverstone Project and
backstage glitz and glamour!
We could do with some glitz
and glamour in Forum!

!

The eagerly awaited Big Sleep
Out is nearly upon us and the
participants must be hoping for
the thermometer to reflect a
more balmy climate between
now and 6th May. The General
Election campaign, now
underway, might mean that our
MP participant, Will Quince
will have to do a bit of
juggling to fit this spot of
charity work in with his busy
schedule.
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We would not have been able to keep
the price down the way we have bearing
in mind the quality of the entertainment,
particularly a well-known magician,
were it not for sponsorship and I thank
Trevor Hunnaball and David Boyden for
their company generosity.
I am sitting at my computer doing these ramblings and for once before Jo
needs to remind me! Later on we have our usual luncheon, except it is not
usual! On this occasion we are welcoming the RIBI President Eve Conway
who is wanting to hear about and see in action our work with Young Carers
through the Ministry of Food project. Her visit is a massive honour for the
club and a compliment to all those involved, notably Irene and Michael J.

Ray

Have a blossoming May.
JP & CB
DIARY DATES:
May

June

!

6th
20.00 - Sun 7th May 2017 - 08.00 The Great Sleep Out
7th
RYLA Essex North Rotary Youth Leadership Awards East Mersea
19th-21st RYLA Awards Essex FINAL Danbury
19th
President’s Evening, Wivenhoe House
22nd
13.00 - 15.30 Junior Youth Speaks, 1.30pm, Council Chamber,
Colchester Town Hall
28th
14.00 - 17.00 Country Drive
4th
Ian Dewis’ Fun cycle ride from Fordham 3 Horseshoes
29th
Handover meeting
11th
14.00 - 17.00 Country Drive - David London
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Meeting report - 30th March Dougal Urquhart, Cudmore Grove

!Dougal

Urquhart managed to do
something which most speakers aspire
to do, but which few actually manage.
That is, to be absorbingly interesting
whilst imparting useful information in a
concise and entertaining manner. Well
done Dougal!!
With the giveaway Gaelic name, it was
little surprise to learn that Dougal hails
from Edinburgh, but moved to East
Mersea on 28th March, 34 years ago. He
has aways been interested in wildlife so
new his job as a Cudmore Grove ranger
would be right up his street!
His
pictures brought life to the subject illustrating the
extent of the 100 acre site. It is a busy place, not
just in the summer with the beach attraction but at
other times of the year, a fact underlined by a picture
of the full car park on 1st January. He recalled an
infamous day (on 17th July 1983) when a record
10,000 people visited the island causing horrendous
traffic problems.
There is invariably something going on with the
estuary buzzing with life, if not
birds then boats and Thames sailing
barges. The Brent geese have made
the island an important breeding
spot and the hides give
ornithologists exceptional viewing.
It is not surprising that the site has
won the Green Flag award every
year. We saw pictures of soldiers,
motorcyclists, metal “detectorists”,
health workers,, athletes, up to 650
different runners and schoolchildren all enjoying the
area. The heritage trail give access to the wartime
pillbox which is a part of the entertainment for
youngsters. Other activities extend to kite making
and geology (the site is an SSI). On our coast only
today, when the tide was very low, a Mammoth tusk
was found which expands past discoveries including
tiger and hyena bones, from animals living here
300,000 years ago.

!

Whose baby? This looks like ………..?
Two pictures for the price of one! It’s the same
little person but at diﬀerent ages. I can tell you the
dog is called Judy! That won’t help you identify the
baby though ….. So who is the baby/lad? Answers
as usual to the Editors….and a prize will be
awarded.

!

The BBC has been down (Countryfile) with
filming also for drama. The site has to be
maintained and Dougal illustrated the
helpers and the machinery need to achieve
this and to encourage the wildlife. We saw
pictures of adders and moths and were told
of the 2000 widgeon which come in from
Russia every year. There are 10 pairs of
breeding lapwings, peewits, water voles,
extensive insects including the Banded
Damsel Fly, the Elephant Hawk Moth and
Painted Ladies, to name just a few. The
introduction of the red squirrel to the island
has been a success though careful watch has
to be maintained to ensure that the grey squirrels do
not emigrate from the mainland. Following the
introduction by the Mersea Island Society, 3 or 4
years ago, there are around 30 on the Island and they
are encouraged with squirrel feeders. This means that
Mersea Island, the Isle of Wight and a few areas in
the Lake District share the privilege of harbouring
our endangered but lovely native squirrel.
John Threlfall asked about complimentary sites and
was told that Dougal does work with
other areas to collaborate information.
When asked about finance, Dougal said
that they managed to keep their head
above water and the £60/70,000
revenue from car parking is important
in ensuring that this country park is
well maintained. Robert Jacklin was
interested to know about the changes in
the bird population and was told that
Little Egrets and Buzzards are much
more common but that Turtle Doves had declined,
probably mirroring the trends seen countrywide.
Tony gave our vote of thanks, saying that
Edinburgh’s loss was Mersea’s gain.
He also established that amongst the audience, only
about half a dozen people had not visited the park.
They have missed a treat indeed!!
Colin Bennett
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Report of meeting: 6th April 2017 - Louis Thorp on Membership!

!

of a Twitter feed and Faceback page. All this bolted into
the camaraderie and fun that is Forum.
Recruiting and contacting potential new members is the
responsibility of all and Louis challenged everyone to
look closely at all their contacts and submit their names
Recruiting new
to him. Ask yourself how many new members have you
members to Rotary is
helped to recruit? As a personal favour to the President I
a dilemma worldwide
think every member should be asked to submit at least
and certainly not one
three names of potential new members!
that is challenging
A new members information evening will be held on
only us.
October 30th so we have 6 full months to respond to his
Louis gave us a very comprehensive account of the
entreaty - for all our sakes.
findings of his committee on Forum Membership.
Looking at Rotary generally the following device is
The ‘Visioning” evening had made it clear that
given:
membership deserves important consideration and that
If you need to raise the club’s profile you can do this by
we need membership to increase.
more publicity, possibly offer our
We have lost 7 members this past year and
newsletter to a wider audience (e.g. leave in
now need a special drive to recruit again.
doctor, dentist waiting rooms, libraries,
More thought needs to be given to
etc), put up posters on community
attracting younger members, working
noticeboards, local supermarkets, etc. We
members, more women, early retirees, local
could give out community awards for
businesses and to generally widen the
groups and individuals for significant
scope.
achievements, produce marketing materials
New members are obviously the life blood
for Forum, such as bookmarks or postcards
for a successful future - as well as retaining
and brochures and distribute them around
existing members.
Given the range of
our community. We could appoint a rotating
activities and events that Forum undertakes,
team of members to give talks about Forum
more members are essential because
to other organisations.
without them the club will stagnate and die.
Then, of course there are the direct
Louis went into great detail about considering
approaches - ask someone if they want to
Louis outlines his
new methods of attracting new members
findings
join! Or bring a guest to meetings. We
covering the areas of where we can find them,
could organise stronger ties with the
contact them and succeed in appealing to them.
Chamber of Commerce. Do you have a
Louis has a complete set of notes if members wish to
Rotary sticker in your car? Do you always wear your
see them but not everything will be reported here.
Rotary pin for all to see and ask about?
Forum is above all else innovate and flexible, diverse,
Let Louis have names and ideas - there’s a reason why
undertakes stacks of activities as well as traditions and
we all joined Forum, and an even better one not to let it
is embracing new technologies with the commencement
die.
Jo Portway
President Ray &
Louis discussing
Membership.

BEAR NUPTIALS
Gus and Mrs Gus were married in Thailand on 5th April and
witnesses Francoise and Peter Powell sent us this picture. A not
normally so camera shy pair were given away Peter tells us by
‘Daddy bear’ with ‘Rupert’ as best man. The bride didn’t wear white
being a ‘sooo last year’ colour in bear world. The groom is semi
naked due to the scorching temperatures on the beach at Centara
Grand Beach Resort Krabi. Apparently there were over 30 guests but
obviously the bridal cake didn't travel well because Peter has failed to
give anyone in Forum a slice. The first night of the honeymoon was
spent in the hotel’s Bridal Tree and they will honeymoon in Peru.

!

!
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Meeting Report 13th April: CARA - Helen Parr - Director

!Helen Parr came along today and gave us a very

Unfortunately only 20% report any violence although
detailed but pragmatic account of the work of
the reports are rising. For example in Essex there have
CARA. She said rape, sexual abuse and violence
been 986 reports of which 300 were children, 122
shows a very dark part of the world but
offenders were taken to court (12%) but
one that needs talking about and
there were just 62 convictions (6%). This
discussing if there is ever going to be
means just 1.25% of total rapes had
any changes for the better.
convicted offenders meaning the majority of
CARA was formed in 1989, as
offenders ‘got away with it’.
Colchester Rape Crisis Line and for
CARA’s aims are to: a) Provide support to
many years CARA was a run by a team
victims and survivors of sexual violence. b)
of committed volunteers, providing a
Increase awareness and understanding of
helpline for women
sexual violence, and its impact on victims
In 2002, CARA was able to appoint its
and survivors, challenging the myths and
first member of staff and their services
misconceptions that surround it.
started to grow and develop. CARA’s
CARA is a women-led organisation and
work and achievements became
CARA work from a feminist perspective. In
increasingly recognised: in 2004, CARA
practical terms, this means that: a) CARA
Director Helen
was awarded the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Award Parr with meeting recognise the gender context of sexual violence:
President, Cas
for voluntary service by groups in the
That sexual violence disproportionately affects
Morehen
community and in 2007 CARA won a
women, and that the majority of sexual violence
prestigious Guardian Charity Award.
is a result of gender inequality in our society. b)
In 2008, Colchester Rape Crisis Line became CARA
Empowerment is central to the services CARA provide:
(Centre for Action on Rape and Abuse). Their new
CARA seek to help victims recognise that they are not
name reflected that, as well as rape victims, they were
to blame for what has happened to them and to support
supporting more and more victims and survivors of
them in moving forward with their
Childhood Sexual Abuse, and they were covering a
lives. c) CARA work to increase
much larger area of Essex than just Colchester.
awareness and understanding of the
Since 2008, the organisation has steadily grown,
societal attitudes that perpetuate
increasing its income, staff and reputation and
sexual violence and devalue the
extending the range of services provided for victims and
devastating impact it has on victims’
survivors.
lives. d) CARA seek to challenge the
Today, they have a team of 17 full and part-time staff
myths and misconceptions that exist
providing a wide range of services to clients of all
around sexual violence. e) CARA
genders and all ages. Volunteers have always been and
recognise that women may need safe,
Irene
will remain a vital part of CARA’s work. CARA
women-only spaces to help them work
currently rely on the support of over 20 volunteer
through what has happened to them.
counsellors, advocates, administrators and fundraisers.
All their permanent staff are women
Helen said the work CARA undertakes envelops
and some of their services are open to women-only.
women up to the age of 80 and children as young as 3.
Helen said CARA works with a range of other agencies,
During the past year they have had 900 referrals to
including Essex Police, the Sexual Assault Referral
their service and, at times, are struggling to keep up
Centre (SARC), Social Services, the NHS and other
with the demand. Nationwide the figures for reported
voluntary sector organisations and since early 2016,
abuse is 85,000 women and 12,000 men. 1 in 5
CARA has been part of Essex Rape Crisis Partnership
reports are for sexual violence. 1 in 20 is against
(ERCP), working closely with South Essex Rape and
children.
Incest Crisis Centre (SERICC) and Southend-on-Sea
The impact made on the victims includes trauma,
Rape Crisis (SOS Rape Crisis).
nightmares, flashbacks, (similar to PTSD),
Helen is the ideal front person for CARA giving
depression, anxiety, eating disorders, self harm and
information which needs to be told but not in any kind
affects relationships throughout their lives.
of sensationalist way. Her comments were considered
She went on to talk (anonymously of course) about
and revelatory but reported in measured tones that left
some of the cases and people they have helped and
you informed, a little shocked and with a feeling that
their extreme anxieties as well as describing older
more needs to be done to support her and her team with
sibling and parental abuse.
the dedicated work they do.
The people who contact them are: 91% female, one
Irene Kettle gave the vote of thanks noting that Helen
quarter between 18-24 and 1 in 8 is under 18.
had to deal with a very difficult topic but her talk was
Abuse by strangers is rare with 93% of abuse by
inspirational even though the figures were harrowing
someone they know and, quite often, they trusted and
and shocking. The service does a wonderful job and
loved.
needs - and deserves - all the support it can get.
30% were family members.
Jo Portway
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Visit by RIBI President Eve Conway, 20 April 2017

!

Eve said since starting out as a Rotary
Ambassadorial Scholar in the 1980s,
she has never looked back and has had
a very active Rotary career holding a
variety of offices including that of
district governor for Rotary in London.
One of her many achievements is the
creation of the RIBI Young Citizen
Awards. The ceremony is covered live
by the BBC News channel each year
and is one of Rotary’s flagship events.
Eve is also a keen WheelPower
ambassador, campaigning to improve
the lives of disabled people through
sport. During London 2012 she was a
member
of
RIBI’s
Olympic
and Paralympic Committees and performed in the
opening and closing Paralympic ceremonies as well as
training as a gamesmaker. Eve said: “I am delighted and
honoured to have been elected president of RIBI for
2016/17. It is an amazing, inspirational organisation that
has transformed my life since the 1980s and I am
passionate about ensuring that we have a strong future.
My goal is to engage enthusiasm about Rotary and what
we achieve in the world so that we attract new people to
join us. We need to bring more women into Rotary,
have more diversity and younger members and make
sure we truly reflect the communities we serve.”
At the start of our lunch meeting Irene Kettle gave an
impassioned talk about Forum’s project ‘Food for
Thought’ undertaken in conjunction with Jamie Oliver’s
Ministry of Food. With so many other club Presidents in
the audience it was a astute move to promote the project
and the enormous benefit it can have on young carers.
She also played the video Jamie Oliver has made
explaining his charities and extolling the virtues of the
Food for Thought Forum project. He sated that “It is my
pleasure to work with the Rotary club and hope the
scheme can be rolled out all over the country via
Rotary.”
This then was Eve’s
starting point for her
speech saying she
heard what Irene
was a saying, loud
and clear and would
throw her weight
behind such an
innovative and well
thought out project.
Eve felt that Interact
and Rotaract should
be brought into the loop to see how they could help.
Eve believes the enterprise is fantastic and wants to take
forward the message that not only does it have a useful,
practical outcome of teaching young people how to
cook, the right way to cook and nutritional benefits but
also the much wider boundary of life skills much
needed by such a group of young people.

Changing to news about the ‘purple polio bear’
Eve said she was most impressed that Forum is
in the vanguard of this particular venture and
went on to explain what some other clubs are
doing, touching on the Tiptree (Wilkins) jam
jars and how one club had received a jar back
which contained £1400!!
Eve genuinely commended Forum on its
proactivity with all the work it does.
Carrying forward the message of polio
eradication, Eve said only 5 cases of polio have
been identified so far this year (Afghanistan &
Pakistan) and with everything crossed fervently
hopes that we may be nearing the end of this
disease. She touched on the fact that there were
37 cases last year but harking back to 1985 when the
project began, there were around 1000 new cases every
day. India, for example, has had no new cases for 6
years now. This is obviously because of the
immunisation programme and the insistence of Rotary
getting out into far flung pockets of the disease and
maintaining the programme.
Another aspect of the fund raising for this is the ‘purple
crocus corms’ with 7 million being planted this year (in
partnership with the Royal Horticultural Society) and a
commitment from the RHS to continue for another 3
years with a 2018 target of 10 million corms being
planted. Put your order in now!
Eve also outlined a range of celebrities who are also
trying to promote this campaign via their blogs and
other social media. She said she shamelessly and
constantly keeps the promotion going where she can.
It is also worth noting that with the eradication of polio,
this would only be the second disease in history (first
was smallpox) to have been stamped out and that is
somethings we could all be proud of.
Questions were raised at the end on i) how Rotary gets
into any war torn areas to make sure the campaign
reaches everywhere, ii) why are there still men only
Rotary clubs with Eve stating “all Rotarians want to
make the world a better place and by not having half the
population as members in all clubs, you are denying
that opportunity. Clubs have to change if they want to
survive.”
During the rest of her time
as President, Eve is keen to
continue the focus on
membership
and
strengthening Rotary as well
as continuing to highlight
Rotary’s End Polio Now.
Her final parting statement,
before going off to view the
Food for Thought project in
action, was to remind us that
Rotary “should always be
evolutionary - but sometimes
there is a need to be revolutionary” (Paul Harris) and
now might be that time.
Jo Portway
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Mary’s African Table : Here come the Girls! by Mary Beverley
On the 6th April I hosted my “African Table”
Girl’s Night Supper, joined by 8 friends and
family. Although the evening was about having
fun, eating and drinking, we shared a serious
moment at the beginning of the evening when I
gave some facts and figures about the
devastation caused by Malaria. I also explained
the project that our Club is undertaking to raise
funds to help REMIT (Rotarians Eliminating
Malaria in Tanzania), particularly in the village
of Miembeni at the foothills of Mount
Kilimanjaro.
The basic living conditions and hardship suffered by the villagers of Miembeni
is illustrated by the photos we have
been sent by the Rotary Co-ordinator in
that part of Tanzania.
I also had a mosquito net to demonstrate
and the girls were impressed to hear that
£2.50 buys a family sized, insecticide
treated net… and that these are
manufactured in Tanzania. I explained
that nets need re-treating approximately
every 12 months and that REMIT also carries out other ant-malaria measures
including clearing swamp areas, planting mosquito repellent trees, funds
research, provides drugs to treat the disease and offers training and education to local people.
Everyone had a lovely evening ….. the quantity of chat only matched by the amount of food and drink consumed! ….
and we raised £150 plus Gift Aid.
———————————————————————————————————————————————

The further adventures of Gus - In Mexico with Maggie & Ian Dewis"

———————————————————————————————————————————————

The Boyden’s ‘Table for
Africa’
This photo show the Boyden
family African evening.David says
“All paid a tenner and enjoyed
Lake District lamb and a good
South African wine!”

!
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AGM President’s Report 2016/17 - President Ray Gamble
This has been a successful year so far for the club but
tinged with great sadness due to the loss of four of
our friends and colleagues, Peter Blake, Tom Ford,
David Judge, and Nigel Offen. We have also missed
Lyndee Oscar and Brian Gant and hope they will
return soon, and Barry Donovan who has decided not
to renew and who will become an Honorary Member.
This is just proving how important it is to attract new
members.
The club finances are in fine shape. In
fact what to do with the surplus was a
little contentious but the club showed
the desire to want to resolve the issue
without fuss when members voted
unanimously to agree to proposals by
the Club Council.
The club continued to show its
commitment to young people such as
the choir competition, Youth Speaks,
Young and Junior Apprentice competition, ROYLA,
help with reading, helping older children with job
interviews, and not least the fabulous Ministry of
Food project. This resulted in the club awarding
Irene a Paul Harris Fellowship and the club attracting
the RIBI President to hear and see more of what we
do. Wow, what an honour for our club.

During the year Ian Dewis organised, with help from
others, two concerts that played to full houses at St
Botolph’s and raised money for the Samaritans,
Beacon House and Age Concern Colchester. The
Military Wives and Children’s concert attracted the
attention of Anglia TV. It must be noted that Forum
members have been involved on the Trustees of
Beacon House assisting the homeless and Age
Concern. Under the Leadership of Mary and
with support from David Jones and the
international committee, considerable amounts
have been raised for various projects. Michael
Jones as our Foundation rep has been working
with the other Colchester clubs and there is far
more inclination to work in partnership now.
Gus and Gussie Bears have been helping to
raise money to eradicate polio and it was with
great joy that we heard that they had tied the
knot whilst away with Peter and Francoise!
This is not a comprehensive list of activities
during the year, and I have not forgotten the help that
Andrew and others gave in helping to organise a
District Council meeting at Writtle, and Cas’s
contribution to winning the film competition, but
Nick has told us that we should keep it short and
sweet. My thanks, as always, to everyone in our very
pro-active club.

!

!

International Committee Report - Mary Beverley
“We were very sad to lose two valued members,
Peter Blake and David Judge, from the Committee
this year. We have had a busy and productive year
continuing some of the previous year’s charity
commitments and running some new projects, and I
would like to thank the Committee for their
hard work and commitment.
Foundation:
Michael Jones has been
working industriously with the other
Colchester Clubs to find ways to celebrate
the Centenary of Foundation, and planning
is continuing with the Teddy Bear’s Picnic
in Castle Park on 4th June and the possible
joint purchase of a Rotary bench as well as
continuing to promote Foundation
contributions.
Mary’s Meals: The Club was keen to continue
supporting Mary’s Meals, a Frugal Lunch with a
speaker from the charity was held on 9th March 2017
raising almost £600.00.
The Weekly Lottery: Now in its 2nd full year, this
has continued to be popular with members, and there
have been a number of big winners. Congratulations

to them and a big thank you to the members of the
Committee who have assisted in running the lottery.
Christmas Tombola: We are grateful to David and
Pauline Jones for running a tombola again this year
which raised £165.00, also for the Russ
Foundation. Tom Fenton (Russ Founation)
spoke to the Club in October and collected a
cheque for £1000.00.
M o s q u i t o N e t s ( R E M I T: R o t a r i a n s
Eliminating Malaria in Tanzania): A new
undertaking for the Club was to raise funds
for the provision of mosquito nets. Julia
organised a book, puzzles and dvd sale which
raised enough to fund 28 family sized treated
mosquito nets.
The committee is in the
process of raising funds through “An African
Table” project led by John Lloyd to “Adopt a
Village”.
End Polio Now: Crocuses, Teddy Bears and Jam.
We sold 4200 crocus corms to Club members and
friends and donated 800 to the newly opened
Camulos Academy to support the Purple4Polio
initiative. Our two Bears, Gus and Gussie will
continue to raise funds from their travels. We have
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sold 50 jars of Tiptree jam to members who will fill
the empty jars with coins.
500 Miles: Olivia Giles of 500 Miles did a return
visit and was presented with a cheque for £3000.00.
Emergency Appeal: A collection was held and the
total topped up from Club funds to enable us to send
two family sized tents in response to the Hurricane

!
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Matthew appeal. Clubs we have contact with:
Stephen Penrose - maintaining contact with the
Rotary Club of Steinfurt, Germany. John Lloyd is our
main contact with Brits.
Spectacles:
John Parsonson kindly took on the
mantle of Tom Ford and has been collecting in
spectacles to send abroad. He passed 120 pairs of
glasses to Laurel Spooner recently.”

Food for Thought - Review of 2016/7 - Michael Jones
Michael Jones reported that the year started with
completing a third Colchester course, recruiting
Felixstowe East to the programme and presenting to
several 1240 Clubs.With the encouragement of the
DGE, Terry Dean, we had sought to
raise a Global Grant of £300,000 to
cover the two year cost of providing
training in every District in the UK.
This didn’t go forward so it was
arranged for Ministry of Food to
give a training course at Colchester
Institute at half term in October
2016, and obtained a District Grant
of £2000 towards the estimated
£4000 cost. In the event, the
Institute provided the facilities
gratis and the MOF costs for staff,
accommodation and food came in at
just under £3000. In addition we received £300
towards the costs from the other two Clubs involved.
“At the course we trained, or retrained, 4 people from
our Club- Louis and Irene (again) plus Cas Morehen
and Peter Powell. In addition we had two volunteers
from Billericay Mayflower and one from Hadleigh
Castle.

!

Since then we have run another course in Colchester
and have another planned for September 2017 term.
Billericay has completed one course and Felixstowe
are on their second course.
I would like to thank all of our teachers and
volunteers for their help during the year; I know that
it is a very rewarding task but also quite hard work!
During the year we have received sponsorship from
the Co-op, Waitrose and Tescos. We have registered
with Tesco’s Network Connections Scheme and hope
to receive substantial foodstuffs from them for our
planned September course.
MOF notified us of a plan to send a teaching vehicle
to 6 sites in UK to spread the word and teach new
teachers. We have offered to help them with the local
support in exchange for getting 2 of the 8 training
places they will have at each location. We wait for
more news.
We were fortunate to have a visit from RIBI
President, Eve Conway, who attended a course,
handed out certificates and has prepared the Editor of
Rotary News to publish an article about the project.”

YOUTH SERVICE COMMITTEE REVIEW by Cas Morehen
Literacy Project at Iceni
Academy which involves
coaching junior school
pupils in reading,
expression, comprehension
and building their
vocabulary. Lead by Bill
Ward. 40 students assisted.
The Way Ahead – part of the
careers guidance
programme for secondary
school pupils at St.Benedict’s School. Speakers give
pupils an insight into career requirements and
pathways.Lead by Ian Dewis. 150 students.
Career Talks – 10 minute introductions about careers
that are designed to act as a catalyst for Junior

School pupils to start thinking about possible careers.
Lead by Terry Belcher. 100 students.
Senior and Intermediate Youth Speaks – part of the
Rotary national public speaking competitions for
teams from Intermediate and Senior school years.
Lead by Cas Morehen. 27 students.
Junior Youth Speaks – a locally organised public
speaking competition for pupils from Junior Schools.
Lead by John Russell. 30 students.
Mock Job Interviews – for year 10 students, giving
them the opportunity to experience a job interview
and be given feedback and advice on how to develop
their interviewing skills. Lead by Cas Morehen. 250
students.
Junior and Young Apprentice – A business
competition in conjunction with the Stanway
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Learning Federation to give pupils an insight in to
what is involved in starting up a business. Lead by
Ian Dewis. 78 students.

school pupils, as well as raising awareness of the
Rotary Organisation in that age group. Lead by John
Russell. 20 students.

Rotary Youth Leadership Awards – part of Rotary’s
National Youth Leadership competition designed to
identify and develop leadership skills in secondary

Junior School Choir Competition – in its third year. A
competition for Junior School pupils involving 15
schools. Lead by Alan Rustage. 450 students.

!

COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMITTEE REVIEW - Tony Dutch
The main points of the
Committee’s year have been:
Queens Tea Party at the
Bennett’s raised £700 for Age
Concern Colchester.
Christmas Station collection
of just over £1000 for EACH.
Senior Bus Pass Challenge of
around £1800 for The
Samaritans.
And our major forthcoming Big Sleepout on 6/7th
May which hopefully should raise around
£9000/10000. This will be shared between The
Samaritans and Beacon House.

!

We had decided to focus on helping Age Concern
Colchester with various support functions such as befriending, giving lifts, use of computer help etc, and
had a number of club members who had volunteered
to help - still a work in progress. There is much reorganisation going on in Age Concern Colchester and
they now have a new Chief Executive in place and
we are, optimistic that we will soon be able become
involved in the way we anticipated.
We will however be helping Tesco’s Highwoods at a
litter pick on April 24th.
My thanks to committee members for their support
during my year as Chair and I look forward to
helping Dominic next year.

!
!

JUNIOR APPRENTICE COMPETITION by Cas Morehen
This year’s Junior Apprentice Competition for year 6
students, aged 10 and 11, was held at the Stanway
Learning Federation on 17th March.
Seven teams
took part, one
each from
I c e n i
Academy,
Langenhoe,
Montgomery
Junior School,
Myland, St.
John’s Primary
School, St.
George’s New
Town and St. Thomas Moore. The teams battled it out
over the day-long competition to design and market a
theme park. The pupils had to utilise skills in the areas
o f d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g , c r e a t i v i t y, t e a m w o r k ,
communication and leadership in the seven rounds of
the competition. The ingenious ideas for the theme
parks included water, ice, dinosaurs, horror, animals and
space. Locations were both domestic and international.
In two of the early rounds, members of the Essex
University Street Law Society set the pupils a legal and
a financial challenge to consider. Given the recent
multi-million pound fine levied on Alton Towers, the

challenge concerning health and safety was certainly
relevant and not only provoked much discussion, but
gave the pupils an insight into both the legalities of
running your own business, and crisis management.
Three members of Forum, Ray Gamble, Ian Dewis and
Cas Morehen, acted as judges in all but two of the seven
rounds of the
competition. In
one of these
rounds the pupils
had to act out a
TV advertisement
for their theme
park and were
judged
on
content, clarity,
impact and
teamwork. In
another round the pupils had to present a case for why
their theme park would be successful, and were judged
on creativity, clarity of presentation, the quality of their
business case and teamwork. The pupils were asked
questions by the judges at the end of each of these two
stages and did remarkably well with their answers
concerning topics such as health and safety, marketing,
pricing, environmental concerns and disabled access.
Cont/…
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Liz Mullen from BFBS also judged a round, in which
she provided the teams with first-hand experience of
a press conference, testing the pupils’ skills of
thinking on their feet and dealing with unexpected
questions.
The winning team came from St. John’s Primary
School, closely followed by St. George’s New Town
and Montgomery Junior School.
As well as
receiving a trophy, each member of the winning team
was awarded a £10 book voucher from W. H. Smith.
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Feedback from the pupils was very good with
comments such as “I liked performing and thinking
off the top of your head“, “I found the speaking parts
difficult but with my teams encouragement I was
fine” and “I learnt that teamwork and listening to
each other makes a real difference!”
Because of the imminent closure of the Stanway
Learning Centre, the future of this competition, and
the Young Apprentice competition, are both in doubt.
Forum are working with Phil Jones, and are
determined to continue both competitions in 2018
and beyond.

!
..........................................................................................
!
Forum’s fourth successful ‘Food For Thought’ course comes to an end"

Forum cooks up a stir
The fun, excitement and pressure that is Forum’s
Food For Thought cookery course for young carers
reached boiling point at the end
of April. Not only did we mark
the end of another hugely
successful 10 week course for
12 youngsters, we also had a
last minute visit from RIBI
President Eve Conway!

Our newly-trained teachers, Peter Powell, Cas and
Jenny Aldir, successfully joined the team for this
course.
Each of them
brilliantly taught the young
carers to cook simple,
nutritious meals from scratch
The Jamie Way. Lynne Lloyd,
Louis and I joined the newbies
and experienced teachers Chris
Hill and Pauline Jones were on
Thanks to DG Terry Dean and
standby to help too. Our team
FFT Chairman Michael Jones,
have once again been ably
President Eve agreed to visit
supported by Chairman
one of Forum’s classes at The
Michael Jones and by
Stanway School. As RIBI’s
washing-up technicians Mike
Youngsters enjoy the
support is crucial to our plans
Aldir, Tony Dutch and Ian Dewis. At the
to roll out this project to other Clubs, we class helped by Jenny end of the course President Ray
also took the opportunity to tell her, and
presented the youngsters with their
the President s of
goodie bags which included Jamie Oliver aprons.
other local Clubs,
more about how this
During the course, the team were visited by
Jamie’s Ministry of
Jamie's Ministry of Food staff and by three
Food course is
members of the Rotary Club of Billericay
changing
Mayflower, two of
y o u n g
whom attended
lives. We
Forum's Train the
a l s o
Trainer course last
brought
y ear. Th e S o u th
forward the
Essex Rotarians
end-ofhave now started
c
o
u
r
s
e
their first course for
Peter in
certificate
presentation
by
six young carers,
full flow
one week so President Eve
also organised with
could do the honours. To say
the Action for
she was impressed by the class would be an
Family Carers (AFFC) charity which we work
understatement and she has promised to spread the
with. The President Elect of Colchester Club, Pat
word.
Prestney, also visited. We are sad to report that
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Louis gets his hands dirty
– again

Anna from the
AFFC charity is
moving on and
this was her last
course. Anna
and
her
colleagues,
including Rosie,
have been
amazing.

!

At the end of this
course, several
students were in
tears at the
thought of not
being able to
continue and
some parents
took the
trouble to
say how much the youngsters had enjoyed it.
My personal highlight this time was seeing
the new members of the team deliver their
lessons so well and
really engage the
youngsters; it was
amazing to see the
transformation from, in
some cases, cooking
novices to inspiring
teachers. Who knew, for
example, that Peter was a
natural extrovert who had
been hiding inside a mildmannered lawyer? The
much-rehearsed curry
President Ray samples
was a triumph and
Peter’s delicious curry
was delivered with a
sense of style and fun
which made Jamie look like a shrinking
violet. Jenny and Cas delivered their classes
with aplomb and really enjoyed the
experience.
Each course commences with an anonymous
questionnaire and ends with a questionnaire
designed to check the planned benefits are
being delivered. We have just received the

!
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results of our previous course and they were
overwhelmingly positive, in particular showing
that confidence
showed a nearly
90% improvement.
The organisers
f r o m J a m i e ’s
Ministry of Food,
who support us so
well, were thrilled
with the results.
Looking ahead, as
President Elect
Peter Powell and
VP Elect Cas are both
Jenny and Lynne
trained to deliver this
with Mike Aldir
course, I am extremely
hopeful for the future. Our
new Chairman will be Louis Thorp and Jenny
Aldir has kindly agreed to lead the shopping

Youngsters enjoy the

duties, which will be a
class
huge help. There are plans
for a further course in
September and we also plan to link with Jamie’s
Ministry of Food to train Rotarians across the UK
as part of a sponsorship deal they have secured.

President Ray presents some of the youngsters with their goodie bags

****************************************************************

Grandchildren’s sayings
An infant came home from school and said to her grannie, "Grandma, guess what? We learned how to make
babies today." The grandmother, more than a little surprised, tried to keep her cool. "That's interesting.” she said…
"How do you make babies?" "It's simple", replied the girl. "You just change 'y' to 'i' and add 'es'."

